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Abstract
Short pitch corrugation has been a problem for railways worldwide over one century. In this paper, a parametric investigation 
of fastenings is conducted to understand the corrugation formation mechanism and gain insights into corrugation mitigation. 
A three-dimensional finite element vehicle–track dynamic interaction model is employed, which considers the coupling 
between the structural dynamics and the contact mechanics, while the damage mechanism is assumed to be differential wear. 
Various fastening models with different configurations, boundary conditions, and parameters of stiffness and damping are 
built up and analysed. These models may represent different service stages of fastenings in the field. Besides, the effect of 
train speeds on corrugation features is studied. The results indicate: (1) Fastening parameters and modelling play an impor-
tant role in corrugation formation. (2) The fastening longitudinal constraint to the rail is the major factor that determines 
the corrugation formation. The fastening vertical and lateral constraints influence corrugation features in terms of spatial 
distribution and wavelength components. (3) The strengthening of fastening constraints in the longitudinal dimension helps 
to mitigate corrugation. Meanwhile, the inner fastening constraint in the lateral direction is necessary for corrugation alle-
viation. (4) The increase in fastening longitudinal stiffness and damping can reduce the vibration amplitudes of longitudinal 
compression modes and thus reduce the track corrugation propensity. The simulation in this work can well explain the field 
corrugation in terms of the occurrence possibility and major wavelength components. It can also explain the field data with 
respect to the small variation between the corrugation wavelength and train speed, which is caused by frequency selection 
and jump between rail longitudinal compression modes.

Keywords Short pitch corrugation · Fastening modelling and parameters · Corrugation formation and mitigation · Rail 
longitudinal compression modes · Finite element vehicle–track interaction model

1 Introduction

Short pitch corrugation (referred to as corrugation hereinaf-
ter) is a (quasi-) periodic rail head defect that is recognised 
by shining peaks and dark troughs (see Fig. 1). Corrugation 
typically falls in the wavelength range of 20–80 mm with 
amplitude up to 100 µm and mainly occurs on straight tracks 
or gentle curves [1]. Corrugation excites large wheel–rail 
impact forces, accelerating the deterioration of track com-
ponents and inducing rolling contact fatigue, such as squats 
[2]. Besides, a high level of ‘roaring’ noise generated by 
corrugation is a nuisance to passengers and residents near 

railway lines [3, 4]. Although corrugation has been a prob-
lem for railway managers worldwide for over a century, there 
has been no ultimate countermeasure against it so far. The 
most efficient and reliable solution is rail grinding. However, 
grinding increases the maintenance cost and also reduces 
the railway network availability. Therefore, it is essential to 
understand the corrugation formation mechanism and find 
effective solutions.

The mechanism of corrugation formation is generally 
considered to consist of two features: the wavelength-fix-
ing mechanism and the damage mechanism [1]. The dam-
age mechanism is commonly assumed to be wear [5–11], 
while a widely accepted wavelength-fixing mechanism has 
not been proposed. Pinned–pinned resonance, where rail 
vibrates with the wavelength of two sleeper spans, is often 
attributed to the corrugation wavelength-fixing mechanism 
[12–15]. Nevertheless, one difficulty with this mechanism 
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is that it cannot easily explain the relatively small vari-
ation of corrugation wavelength with train speed [16]. 
Additionally, according to this mechanism, corrugation 
may occur everywhere above the sleeper support after a 
certain amount of train passages, and the embedded rail 
system that eliminates pinned–pinned modes should be 
corrugation-free, which are both not the case in practice 
[17]. Some researchers studied the multiple wheelset–rail 
dynamic interactions and reported that the local vertical 
rail bending modes between two wheels are responsible 
for corrugation formation [18–20]. Except for the vertical 
dynamics, the simulation results [13, 21] indicated that the 
lateral track dynamics may also play an important role in 
corrugation development.

Recently, new insights have been gained into the cor-
rugation development mechanism employing a three-
dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) wheel–track dynamic 
interaction model [22–24]. Corrugation was successfully 
reproduced using this model, which shared features similar 
to the field corrugation in terms of spatial distribution and 
the major wavelength component. The numerical simula-
tion results indicated that rail longitudinal vibration modes 
are dominant for corrugation initiation with necessary 
initial excitation from the degraded fastenings [22, 23]. 
To verify this new finding, an innovative downscale vehi-
cle–track interaction test rig named ‘V-Track’ was used 
to perform the corrugation experiment under the loading 
conditions similar to those on straight tracks. Some fasten-
ing clamps were loosened in the V-Track to simulate fas-
tening degradation, and rail corrugation was successfully 
produced [25]. The experimental results agree with the 
numerical simulation, and both show that rail longitudinal 
vibration mode and its induced longitudinal force deter-
mine corrugation formation with necessary initial excita-
tion. It is worth emphasising that in these studies [22–25], 
the fastening constraints that are identified as the initial 
excitation to the vehicle–track system play a significant 
role in corrugation formation. Field observation and tests 
also indicated that corrugation formation is sensitive to the 

types of fastenings [11, 26, 27]. Therefore, a systematic 
investigation of fastening parameters is necessary to better 
understand and mitigate corrugation.

Fastenings mainly consist of resilient railpads and elas-
tic clamps that together constrain the rail vibrations in 
three directions. Many fastening models have been devel-
oped in the literature, from the relatively simple Kel-
vin–Voigt (KV) [28] and Poynting–Thomson (PT) mod-
els [29] to the more advanced Prony series model [30], 
fractional derivative model [31, 32], and solid railpad 
model [33]. With various fastening models, the effects of 
fastening parameters on vehicle–track dynamic interaction 
and the resulting defects and rolling noise are analysed. In 
Ref. [34], the influence of nonlinear railpad parameters on 
rolling noise was studied, and it was concluded that stiffer 
railpads can effectively reduce rail-radiated noise. The 
effect of vertical fastening stiffness on corrugation forma-
tion was investigated [35], which indicates that softer rail-
pads can better mitigate corrugation growth. In Ref. [36], 
the frequency- and temperature-dependent properties of 
railpads were considered in the high-speed vehicle–track 
dynamic system, and it is found that the railpad nonlinear-
ity mainly influences the rail vertical accelerations higher 
than 315 Hz. It was reported that fastening modelling 
significantly influences the high-frequency vehicle–track 
interaction at singular rail surface defects, such as squats 
[37]. Overall, most work mentioned above focuses on stud-
ying the effects of vertical fastening constraints on the 
vehicle–track dynamic interaction. The parametric investi-
gation of longitudinal fastening constraint that determines 
corrugation initiation [23] has not been performed.

In this paper, we perform a systematic parametric inves-
tigation of fastening models employing a 3D FE vehi-
cle–track interaction model, with special attention to the 
longitudinal fastening constraint. This work is subsequent 
to the numerical studies on corrugation in Refs. [22, 23] 
and aims to further understand the corrugation formation 
mechanism and gain insights into the corrugation mitiga-
tion by new fastening design. The structure of this paper 
is as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology of this 
paper, including the modelling methods of vehicle–track 
dynamic interaction, fastenings and wear, and the simula-
tion procedure for corrugation formation. Section 3 analy-
ses the influence of fastening configurations and boundary 
conditions on corrugation formation. Section 4 studies the 
effect of fastening parameters (i.e. stiffness and damping) 
on corrugation formation. Section 5 discusses the effects 
of train speeds on corrugation features. Section 6 discusses 
the corrugation formation mechanism under different fas-
tening constraints and some possible corrugation mitiga-
tion approaches. Finally, the main conclusions and lines 
of further research are presented in Sect. 7.

Squat

6 waves

Traffic
Field side

11 waves

600 mm (one sleeper span) Gauge side

Fig. 1  Short pitch corrugation with a wavelength of about 35  mm. 
The squat was induced by corrugation and occurred at around 1/3 
sleeper span. The photo was taken near Steenwijk, the Netherlands
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2  Methodology

In this section, the methodology of this work is introduced, 
including the FE vehicle–track dynamic interaction model, 
the fastening models with different configurations, boundary 
conditions and parameters, the wear calculation model, and 
the simulation procedure for corrugation formation.

2.1  Three‑dimensional FE vehicle–track interaction 
model

2.1.1  Model introduction

Figure 2 shows the 3D transient FE vehicle–track interac-
tion model built with Ansys/LS-DYNA. A Cartesian coor-
dinate system was adopted, where the axes x, y, and z are 
in the longitudinal (rolling), lateral, and vertical directions, 
respectively. The model considered a straight track and a 
half-track, and a half wheelset was included for computation 
efficiency. It should be noted that this assumption does not 
necessarily mean the identical conditions for the right and 
left half wheelset–track systems. They could have different 
parameters (i.e. fastening constraints), leading to different 

characteristics of wheel–rail dynamic interaction and cor-
rugation. The structures above the primary suspension of the 
vehicle were simplified as mass elements as their vibration 
frequency is usually not high than 10 Hz [38]. The wheel 
has a nominal radius of 0.46 m with a conicity of 1/40. The 
rail profile is UIC 54E1 with 1/40 inclination. The wheelset, 
rail, and sleeper were all modelled with 3D solid elements 
according to their nominal geometry and material properties, 
as listed in Table 1. The solution zone with a meshing size of 
0.8 mm starts at 0.3 m from the initial wheel location (posi-
tion O in Fig. 2, corresponding to 0 m). The mesh sensitivity 
analysis in Ref. [39] indicates that a meshing size of 0.8 mm 
is acceptably accurate for the engineering calculation. The 
inner end of the wheel axle is constrained in the lateral direc-
tion to keep the rolling wheel from toppling over. The two 
ends of the rail are constrained in the lateral and longitudinal 
directions with non-reflective boundary conditions to reduce 
the numerical errors from the finite length rail [40]. The 
sleeper was connected to the rail through the fastenings and 
supported by the ballast. The primary suspension and the 
ballast were modelled as multiple spring–damper elements. 
Several fastening models corresponding to different ser-
vice stages of fastenings in the field track were built up and 
applied to the whole track, as described in detail in Sect. 2.2. 
The track length is 20.54 m, including 34 sleeper spans. The 
total number of elements is 1,135,388, and the total number 
of nodes is 1,297,900. The parameters of the vehicle–track 
system are listed in Table 1, which are commonly used to 
study the Dutch railway system [14, 22].

The contact between the wheel and rail was modelled 
with a surface-to-surface contact algorithm based on a pen-
alty approach [41], allowing the wheel either contacts or 
separate from the rail [40]. The mechanical contact filter-
ing effect is inherently included in the numerical calcula-
tions. Coulomb’s frictional law was applied with a friction 
coefficient of 0.4. The traction coefficient is 0.15. The angle 
of attack is set to be approximately zero to simulate the 
small wheel–rail lateral interaction on straight tracks. An 
implicit–explicit sequential approach was employed in the 
simulation to minimise the solution time and the dynamic 
effects during the initialisation of the wheel–rail interaction. 

x y

z
Wheet

v Primary

Fastening
Rail

Solution zone

Sleeper Ballast

0.5-0.8 m

Fig. 2  Three-dimensional FE vehicle–track dynamic interaction 
model

Table 1  Vehicle and track parameters [14, 22]

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Sprung mass 7200 kg Wheel and rail material Young’s modulus 210 GPa
Primary suspension Vertical stiffness 1.15 MN/m Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Vertical damping 2.5 kNs/m Density 7800 kg/m3

Railpad Vertical stiffness 1300 MN/m Sleeper material Young’s modulus 38.4 GPa
Vertical damping 45 kNs/m Poisson’s ratio 0.2

Ballast Vertical stiffness 45 MN/m Mass density 2520 kg/m3

Vertical damping 32 kNs/m Spacing (L) 0.6 m
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In the implicit calculation, the vehicle–track system reached 
an equilibrium state under gravity. The calculated nodal dis-
placement was subsequently input as an initial condition of 
the explicit calculation of the vehicle–track dynamic inter-
action. In the explicit calculation, initial forward translation 
and rotation velocities were prescribed to the wheel model to 
generate rolling motion. The same initial translation velocity 
was applied to the car body and bogie. The time step for the 
explicit mechanical solver was 4.67 ×  10–8 s, which is small 
enough to meet the Courant stability condition. A rolling 
distance of 0.3 m from the wheel initial position to the solu-
tion zone was applied for the dynamic relaxation [40], which 
is sufficiently long to damp the oscillations caused by the 
wheel/rail initial kinematic and potential energy [39, 40]. 
The model simulates a Dutch passenger vehicle with a speed 
of 140 km/h. The wheel and rail surfaces are smooth at the 
beginning before corrugation initiation. The rail corrugation 
will be applied to the model by adjusting the corresponding 
rail nodal coordinates in the input files [40].

2.1.2  The validity of the FE model

This vehicle–track interaction model has been extensively 
validated in terms of frictional rolling contact solutions [39], 
wheel dynamics [42], and track dynamics [43, 44]. The 
model also explained the formation process of rail squats 
and was validated by extensive field monitoring [45, 46]. In 
terms of corrugation studies, this model has been first used 
in Ref. [22], and it is found that the corrugation could not 
grow but was erased by the wheel–rail interaction because a 
model of nominal fastenings is used. Afterwards, this model 
was used in Ref. [23], and it successfully reproduced the 
consistent initiation and growth of corrugation by using a 
model of degraded fastenings that allow flexibility for rail 
longitudinal vibration. The reproduced corrugation agrees 
with the field corrugation in terms of spatial distribution and 
major wavelength components. The identified corrugation 
formation mechanism has been verified in the laboratory 
tests using the V-Track test rig. The work in Refs. [22, 23] 
has highlighted the significance of fastening longitudinal 
constraints on corrugation development. This paper is sub-
sequent to them and employs this model to perform a com-
prehensively parametric investigation of fastenings to better 
understand the corrugation formation mechanism and gain 
insights into corrugation mitigation by the fastening design.

2.2  Fastening models

The railway fastenings, mainly consisting of railpads and 
clamps, are used to constrain the rail to the sleepers in the 
vertical, longitudinal, and lateral directions and filter out 
the high-frequency vibrations from the rail [36, 47]. Due to 
the dynamic train loads during long-term service, fastenings 

become gradually degraded. Figure 3 shows four examples 
of fastening degradation observed on the Dutch railway. 
The fastening bolt may loosen, and the railpad might be dis-
placed, as shown in Fig. 3a and b. Due to the irregular wear, 
railpads may lose their original geometry (see Fig. 3c and 
d), and the rail may not necessarily be in uniform contact 
with the railpads and hence not be uniformly constrained. 
Different configurations of fastenings with various bound-
ary conditions and parameters are designed (see Table 2) 
to consider these constraining conditions and analyse their 
influences on corrugation formation.

2.2.1  Fastening models with different configurations

Figure 4a shows a fastening model applied in the FE vehi-
cle–track interaction model, designated as RPM1. In the 
vertical direction, the fastening was represented by 3 × 4 
linear spring–damper elements (i.e. three columns in the 
longitudinal dimension and four rows in the lateral) to realis-
tically simulate the area support between the rail and sleeper 
and achieve a balance between the simulation accuracy 
and computation efficiency [43]. The fastening elements 
connect the rail bottom nodes (marked by R) and sleeper 
nodes (marked by S). Each of the 12 elements has the same 
parameters, equal to 1/12 of the nominal values, which are 
obtained by fitting the simulated track dynamics to the field 
hammer tests [43]. The longitudinal and lateral restrictions 
of the fastening were considered as rigid constraints to the 
rail and sleeper nodes. Although this is a simplification of 
the nominal track situation, it has been proven to be appro-
priate for representing track dynamics [43] and wheel–rail 

Fig. 3  Fastening degradation from Dutch railway: a loose fastening 
bolt; b displaced railpad; c worn railpad 1; d worn railpad 2
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dynamic interaction [42, 48]. The schematic drawing of 
RPM1 is shown in Fig. 4b. The red and yellow triangles 
represent rigid constraints to the rail nodes from fastenings 
in the longitudinal and lateral directions, respectively. To 
consider non-uniform constraints of fastenings due to, i.e. 
railpad degradation, other four types of configurations are 
designed, 1 × 4 in the 2nd column (RPM2), 2 × 4 in the 1st 
and 3rd columns (RPM3), 3 × 2 in the 2nd and 3rd rows 
(RPM4), and 3 × 2 in the 1st and 4th rows (RPM5), respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 4b. RPM4 constrains the inner rail 
nodes under the rail web along the lateral dimension while 
RPM5 the outer.

2.2.2  Fastening models with different boundary conditions

It is reported [22, 23] that differential wear that causes initial 
corrugation is dominated by rail longitudinal compression 
modes and sensitive to the longitudinal boundary condi-
tions of fastenings. Therefore, in this paper, the longitudinal 
boundary conditions of fastenings are varied to investigate 
their influences on corrugation formation and also attempt 
to gain insight into corrugation mitigation. Figure 5 shows 
schematic drawings of four fastening models with different 
boundary conditions, RPM6–RPM9. Compared to RPM1, 
RPM6 and RPM7 vary the column number of the fastening 
longitudinal boundary conditions in the longitudinal dimen-
sion, while RPM8 and RPM9 vary the row number in the 
lateral dimension. Specifically, RPM6 releases the fastening 

longitudinal constraint of RPM1 in the 1st and 3rd columns, 
while RPM7 is in the second column. RPM8 keeps the fas-
tening longitudinal constraint of RPM1 in the 2nd and 3rd 
rows (inner), while RPM9 in the 1st and 4th rows (outer). 
The lateral boundary conditions of RPM6–RPM9 are the 
same as those of RPM1.

2.2.3  Fastening models considering longitudinal stiffness 
and damping

The fastening models defined in Sect. 2.2.2 simplified the 
fastening longitudinal restriction as rigid constraints to the 
rail nodes. In reality, the rail has certain flexibility on the 
elasticity of railpads in the longitudinal direction, similar 
to that in the vertical direction. Therefore, a more realistic 
representation of fastening longitudinal constraint should 
consider the longitudinal stiffness and damping by, such as 
multiple spring–damper elements, as shown in Fig. 6.

Unlike the vertical ones, the fastening longitudinal 
parameters have been barely reported in the literature. 
Zhang et al. [49, 50] studied the 3D rail vibrations under 
fastening constraints and calibrated 3D fastening param-
eters with ZW692 railpads by best fitting to the hammer 
test measurements. The derived longitudinal stiffness and 
damping of fastenings are around 160 MN/m and 6 kNs/m, 
respectively. Oregui et al. [30] compared the master curves 
of new and worn railpads and found that the damping behav-
iour of the worn railpads is nearly non-existent and thereby 

Table 2  Variation of fastening models

Fasten-
ing 
model 
(RPM)

Description Purposes

1 Configuration: 3 × 4 To model a nominal track situation (cor-
responding to Fig. 4a)Vertical: spring–damper pairs

Longitudinal: rigid constraint
Lateral: rigid constraint

2 1 × 4 in the 2nd column To investigate the influence of fastening 
configurations on corrugation formation 
(corresponding to Fig. 4b)

3 2 × 4 in the 1st and 3rd columns
4 3 × 2 in the 2nd and 3rd rows (inner)
5 3 × 2 in the 1st and 4th rows (outer)
6 Releases the longitudinal fastening constraint of RPM1 in the 1st and 3rd columns To investigate the influence of fastening 

boundary conditions on corrugation 
formation (corresponding to Fig. 5)

7 Releases the longitudinal fastening constraint of RPM1 in the 2nd column
8 Releases the outer longitudinal fastening constraint of RPM1 in the 1st and 4th rows
9 Releases the inner longitudinal fastening constraint of RPM1 in the 2nd and 3rd rows
10 Longitudinal springs with stiffness of 150 MN/m Configuration: 3 × 4; 

Vertical and lateral: 
the same as RPM1

To investigate the influence of fastening 
longitudinal stiffness on corrugation 
formation (corresponding to Fig. 6)

11 Longitudinal springs with stiffness of 300 MN/m
12 Longitudinal springs with stiffness of 900 MN/m
13 Add longitudinal damping of 6 kNs/m to RPM11 To investigate the influence of fastening 

longitudinal damping on corrugation 
formation

14 Add longitudinal damping of 24 kNs/m to RPM11
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becomes purely elastic. Besides, the stiffness of fastenings 
may significantly reduce due to the looseness and railpad 
ageing [30]. Considering different types of railpads and the 
ageing effect, five fastening models with different longitudi-
nal stiffness and damping values are designed. RPM10–12 
modelled fastenings by 3 × 4 spring elements with the 
stiffness values of 150, 300, and 900 MN/m, respectively. 
Damping is not considered in these three models to simulate 
the severely worn railapds. RPM13–14 simulated fastenings 

by 3 × 4 spring–damper pairs with the damping of 6 kNs/m 
and 24 kNs/m, respectively. The stiffness of these two mod-
els is 300 MN/m, the same as RPM11.

2.3  Wear model

The wear of the rail surface is assumed to be proportional 
to the accumulated frictional work during wheel passages 

Fig. 4  Fastening models with different configurations: a fastening model RPM1 in the FE vehicle–track interaction model; b schematic drawings 
of fastening models RPM1–RPM5 with different configurations

Fig. 5  Schematic drawings of fastening models RPM6–RPM9 with different longitudinal boundary conditions
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[5, 51]. In the FE simulation, the frictional work at each 
node is calculated for a wheel passage, i.e. from the node 
entering until leaving the contact patch as follows:

where k is the wear coefficient, Wf (x, y) is the frictional 
work, τi (x, y) and vi (x, y) are the local tangential stress 
and micro-slip, respectively, and N is the number of time 
steps ∆t during which a node passes the contact patch. The 
tangential stress is calculated by the nodal force divided by 
the corresponding area in the FE model, and the micro-slip 
is calculated as the relative nodal velocity between two con-
tacting wheel and rail nodes. The more detailed calculation 
method of the tangential stress and micro-slip can be found 
in [40].

2.4  Simulation procedure for corrugation formation 
with different fastening models

The simulation procedure for corrugation formation includes 
four steps [23], as shown in Fig. 7a.

In step 1, one of the fastening models from Table 1 is 
applied in the 3D FE vehicle–track interaction model. The 
rail is smooth in the beginning, i.e. without corrugation. Let 
the wheel roll over the track and calculate the differential 
wear after the first wheel passage.

In step 2, if this wear has a negligibly small fluctua-
tion amplitude (e.g. ≤ 0.8 in Fig. 8a), corrugation will not 
develop with the current fastening model, which will then 
be dropped. Otherwise, it means that this fastening model 
can serve as the initial excitation to the vehicle–track system. 
Rail longitudinal compression modes are excited, causing 
dynamic longitudinal contact force and initial differential 

(1)w(x, y) = kWf(x, y) = k

N
∑

i=1

�i(x, y)vi(x, y)Δt,

wear. This differential wear will result in the very initial cor-
rugation whose severity is quantified with a maximal peak to 
trough distance (2Amax)0. The examples of initial differential 
wear can be seen in the top figure of Fig. 7b.

In step 3, the obtained initial corrugation of (2Amax)0 is 
applied to the rail surface after scaling by adjusting the nodal 
coordinates in the input files of the dynamic analysis solver. 
This scaling is to account for the multiple wheel passages 
that contribute to consistent corrugation growth. It is propor-
tional to and in anti-phase with the initial differential wear 
(see an example in the bottom figure of Fig. 7b). Anti-phase 
means a wear peak causes a corrugation trough. Similarly, 
additional wear from step 4 is added to the corrugation in 
the subsequent wheel passages. The rail is thus with cor-
rugation, which can be in its initial form of (2Amax)0 as from 
step 1 or in a more advanced form of (2Amax)i (i = 1, 2, 3, …) 
as from step 4. The corrugation is an additional excitation 
besides the initial excitation. Both excitations can cause dif-
ferential wear of their respective wavelengths.

In step 4, let the wheel roll over the corrugated rail, and 
calculate the differential wear caused by the joint excita-
tion from the fastening model and the corrugation. Subse-
quently, check if the consistency condition is satisfied, i.e. 
if the differential wear is in phase with the initial differential 
wear and in anti-phase with the existing corrugation. If the 
condition is satisfied, it means that corrugation can continu-
ously grow, and then repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 with increased 
(2Amax)i until a limiting amplitude (2Amax)l, with which the 
condition is not satisfied anymore. When the condition is 
not satisfied, the simulation will stop, and another fastening 
model will be analysed, repeating steps 1–4.

Figure 7b shows an example of the corrugation initiation 
and consistent growth with RPM6 to better illustrate the sim-
ulation procedure. Five trial corrugation amplitudes (2Amax)i 
(i = 0, 1, …, 4) of 0, 10, 40, 80, and 160 µm were applied 

Fig. 6  The fastening model considering longitudinal stiffness and damping: a fastening model in the FE vehicle–track interaction model; b sche-
matic drawings of the fastening model. R refers to rail nodes, S refers to sleeper nodes, and A refers to end nodes of the longitudinal spring–
damper pairs
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Fig. 7  The simulation procedure for corrugation formation with different fastening models [23]: a the flowchart of the simulation procedure and 
b an example of corrugation initiation and consistent growth with RPM6
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in the simulation, which are scaled to the initial differential 
wear and have the same spatial distribution. More details 
about the simulation procedure can be found in Ref. [23].

3  The influence of fastening configurations 
and boundary conditions on corrugation 
formation

In this section, the influence of fastening configurations and 
boundary conditions on corrugation formation is analysed 
based on the numerical simulation results.

3.1  Fastening configurations

Figure  8 shows the spatial distributions of differential 
wear under increasing trial corrugation amplitude (10, 
40, and 160 µm) with two fastening configurations RPM1 
and RPM2. In reality, forming a corrugation with a cer-
tain amplitude requires many wheel passages. But here, 
we assume that the corrugation will consistently grow till 
(2Amax)i and thus simplify this process by scaling the ini-
tial differential wear amplitude to a ‘trial’ amplitude, corre-
sponding to different corrugation growth stages. The fluctua-
tion amplitude of the initial differential wear with RPM2 is 
considerably larger than that with RPM1 and with different 
spatial distributions, causing different initial corrugations 
as shown in Fig. 8. With RPM 1, after applying corrugation 

amplitude 2Amax = 10 µm, the differential wear due to the 
joint excitations of the initial excitation and the corruga-
tion tends to vary from initial differential wear and the con-
sistency condition for corrugation growth can barely hold. 
When further increasing the corrugation amplitude up to 
2Amax = 40 µm, the differential wear tends to be in anti-phase 
with the initial differential wear and in-phase with the exist-
ing corrugation, as shown in Fig. 8a. In this case, the exist-
ing corrugation will be levelled out. In contrast, with RPM 
2, the consistency condition between differential wear and 
corrugation is still satisfied when amplitude 2Amax = 40 µm, 
as shown in Fig. 8b, indicating that corrugation can at least 
continuously grow up to 40 µm. With a relatively large trial 
amplitude 2Amax = 160 µm, the differential wear becomes 
anti-phase with the initial differential wear, and the existing 
corrugation will be erased, indicating that the corrugation 
with RPM2 cannot infinitely grow, e.g. limiting 2Amax not 
exceeding 160 µm. There should be an intermediate stage of 
corrugation amplitude, limiting amplitude in Fig. 7, between 
40 and 160 µm, in which the corrugation formation reaches a 
saturation state without further accumulation of differential 
wear.

Overall, with fastening configuration RPM1, corrugation 
can barely grow up to 10 µm, while with RPM2, it can at 
least grow up to 40 µm. Compared to RPM2 (1 × 4 configura-
tion), RPM1 (3 × 4 configuration) provides a much stronger 
longitudinal constraint to the rail, as shown in Fig. 4b. Hence, 
rail longitudinal compression modes with RPM1 are more 
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severely suppressed, leading to considerably smaller fluctua-
tion amplitudes of the dynamic longitudinal contact forces 
and the resulting initial differential wear. From these two 
cases, we can conclude that the limiting corrugation ampli-
tude is dependent on the intensity of the initial excitation 
determined by the fastening model, and the resulting dynamic 
longitudinal contact force and initial differential wear. Higher 
fluctuation amplitude of initial differential wear tends to grow 
into severer corrugation with larger limiting amplitude. Initial 
differential wear rate can hence be considered as an indicator 
of the possible severity of the maximum mature corrugation. 
In addition, according to the consistency condition, corruga-
tion has the same features as initial differential wear in terms 
of spatial distribution and major wavelength components. 
Therefore, we mainly analyse the influence of fastening mod-
els on initial differential wear hereinafter.

Figure 9 shows the features of initial differential wear 
under the various fastening configurations of RPM1–RPM5. 
Comparing the results of RPM1–RPM3 in Fig. 9a and c, it is 
found that the variation of column number of fastening con-
straints significantly influences the spatial distribution and 

wavelength components of initial differential wear. Specifi-
cally, the result of the RPM1 model shows the lowest level 
of initial differential wear. In the latter two configurations, 
i.e. RPM 2 and RPM 3, initial differential wear has relatively 
larger fluctuation amplitudes and contains major wavelength 
components between 20 and 50 mm (corresponding to about 
800–2000 Hz with a speed of 140 km/h). One difference 
between the two latter configurations is that there are three 
major wavelength components at 22.0, 28.6, and 37.7 mm 
with RPM2, while there contains only one major wavelength 
component at 25.6 mm with RPM3. Besides, the fluctuation 
amplitude of initial differential wear with RPM2 is larger 
than that with RPM3. That is because RPM3 (2 × 4 con-
figuration) provides a stronger fastening constraint to the 
rail than RPM2 (1 × 4 configuration), and thus, longitudinal 
compression modes are suppressed more with reduced vibra-
tion amplitudes.

Comparing the results of RPM4 (3 × 2 configuration, inner, 
see Fig. 4b) and RPM1 (3 × 4 configuration) in Fig. 9b and d, 
it is found that initial differential wear with RPM4 has a low 
level similar to that of RPM1. In comparison with RPM1, 

Fig. 9  Initial differential wear at the first wheel passage in spatial and wavelength domains with different fastening configurations RPM1–RMP5: 
a initial differential wear in the spatial domain under RPM1–RPM3; b initial differential wear in the spatial domain under RPM1, RPM4, and 
RPM5; c initial differential wear in the wavelength domain under RPM1–RPM3; and d initial differential wear in the wavelength domain under 
RPM1, RPM4, and RPM5
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RPM4 removes the fastening constraints in the 1st and 4th 
rows. Corrugation can barely grow in this condition, as shown 
in Fig. 8a. This result indicates that the inner fastening con-
straints in the 2nd and 3rd rows can effectively suppress rail 
longitudinal compression modes and mitigate corrugation. 
When we removed the fastening constraints of RPM1 in the 
2nd and 3rd rows (corresponding to RPM5, 3 × 2 configura-
tion, outer, see Fig. 4b), a dominant wavelength component 
at about 64.7 mm (about 600 Hz with a speed of 140 km/h) 
with larger fluctuation amplitude is observed in Fig. 9b and d. 
The fluctuation amplitude of wavelength components between 
20 and 50 mm remains small. These results indicate that the 
outer fastening constraints in the 1st and 4th rows can only 
mitigate corrugation with relatively shorter wavelengths (i.e. 
20–50 mm), while the relatively longer-wavelength corruga-
tion (i.e. 64.7 mm) can still develop.

In summary, fastening configurations significantly influ-
ence the spatial distribution and wavelength components 
of corrugation. Specifically, initial differential wear and 
corrugation are sensitive to the fastening configurations 
in the longitudinal dimension, i.e. the column number of 
spring–damper elements. When increasing the column num-
ber from one (RPM2) to two (RPM3), the major wavelength 
components of initial differential wear decrease from three to 
one, and the fluctuation amplitude also reduces. When further 
increasing the column number to three (RPM1), initial differ-
ential wear has the lowest level and corrugation barely grows. 
These results point out a direction for corrugation mitigation 
by increasing the column number or the fastening constraints 
in the longitudinal dimension. With the same column number 
as RPM1, it is shown that variation of row number (RPM4 
and RPM5) can effectively change the wavelength of the 
main corrugation components. Specifically, the removal of 
inner fastening constraints in the 2nd and 3rd rows (RPM5) 
leads to the formation of a relatively longer-wavelength cor-
rugation. Therefore, for corrugation mitigation, inner fasten-
ing constraints in the 2nd and 3rd rows are necessary.

3.2  Fastening longitudinal boundary conditions

Figure 10 shows the features of initial differential wear with 
fastening models under different longitudinal boundary con-
ditions (RPM1 and RPM6–RPM9, see Fig. 5). Comparing 
the results of RPM1, RPM6, and RPM7 in Fig. 10a and c, 
it is found that the variation of number of columns of lon-
gitudinal rigid constraints considerably affects the spatial 
distribution and wavelength components of initial differen-
tial wear. Specifically, initial differential wear with RPM6 
has the highest power intensity with four major wavelength 
components. Corrugation can consistently initiate and grow 
up to 80 µm in this condition [23]. Compared to that of 
RPM6, the fluctuation amplitude of initial differential wear 
with RPM7 is smaller, and the number of major wavelength 

components decreases from four to two, which is caused by 
the relatively stronger longitudinal constraints to the rail, as 
shown in Fig. 5. Initial differential wear with RPM1 has the 
lowest fluctuation level, and corrugation can barely grow.

Comparing the results of RPM1, RPM8, and RPM9 in 
Fig. 10b, it can be seen that the variation of number of rows 
of longitudinal rigid constraints has little influence on the spa-
tial distribution and fluctuation amplitude of initial differen-
tial wear. However, Fig. 10d shows that the PSD magnitude 
at 48.6 mm with RPM9, which releases the longitudinal rigid 
constraint of RPM1 in the 2nd and 3rd rows, increases to about 
twice those with RPM1 and RPM8. Initial differential wear 
with RPM5, which has the same longitudinal fastening con-
straint as RPM9, also shows a dominant peak at 64.7 mm. 
These results indicate that the absence of inner longitudinal 
constraint in the 2nd and 3rd rows seems a preferred condition 
for the formation of relatively longer-wavelength corrugation. 
Meanwhile, it should be noted that the initial differential wear 
of RPM5 and RPM9 is different from each other, indicating that 
fastening vertical and lateral constraints also influence the rail 
longitudinal compression modes and the corrugation features.

In summary, initial differential wear and corrugation are 
sensitive to the number of columns of fastening longitudinal 
boundary conditions. When gradually reducing the column 
number from three (RPM1) to two (RPM7) and further to 
one (RPM6), the fluctuation amplitude of initial differen-
tial wear significantly increases, as well as the number of 
major wavelength components. This result, in turn, sug-
gests that the increase in column number, or rail constraint 
in the longitudinal dimension contributes to corrugation 
mitigation. With the same number of columns as RPM1, 
initial differential wear and corrugation seem insensitive to 
the variation of the number of rows of the fastening lon-
gitudinal boundary conditions (RPM8 and RPM9), except 
for a relatively longer-wavelength corrugation at 48.6 mm. 
Further, a common feature is found between the fastening 
longitudinal boundary conditions and the fastening configu-
rations that corrugation is more sensitive to the variation of 
column number (in the longitudinal dimension) than the row 
number (in the lateral dimension). That is because the rail 
longitudinal modes, which are responsible for corrugation 
initiation, are a type of compression/rarefaction vibration 
in the longitudinal direction. This result also indicates that 
the fastening longitudinal constraint to the rail is the major 
factor that determines the corrugation formation.

4  Influence of fastening longitudinal 
stiffness and damping

Figure 11 shows the spatial distribution of differential wear 
under different corrugation severities with RPM10 (see 
Fig. 6). The longitudinal fastening stiffness of RPM10 is 
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150 MN/m, and the longitudinal fastening damping is not 
considered to simulate severely worn railpads without 
damping capacity [30]. It can be seen that when amplitude 
2Amax = 40 µm, differential wear is in-phase with the initial 
differential wear and anti-phase with corrugation, indicat-
ing that corrugation can consistently grow up to 40 µm with 
RPM10. This result also suggests that the introduction of 
the fastening longitudinal stiffness is capable of reproduc-
ing consistent corrugation initiation and growth. The con-
sistency condition that the differential wear is in anti-phase 
with the corrugation is not satisfied with a trial amplitude 
2Amax = 160 µm, indicating that the limiting corrugation 
amplitude is below 160 µm with RPM10. In the following 
sections, we will further vary fastening longitudinal param-
eters (i.e. stiffness and damping) and analyse their effects on 
corrugation formation.

4.1  Influence of fastening longitudinal stiffness

Figure 12 shows the spatial distribution and wavelength 
components of initial differential wear with different 

Fig. 10  Initial differential wear in spatial and wavelength domains with different fastening boundary conditions RPM1 and RPM6–RMP9: a ini-
tial differential wear in the spatial domain under RPM1, RPM6, and RPM7; b initial differential wear in the spatial domain under RPM1, RPM8, 
and RPM9; c initial differential wear in the wavelength domain under RPM1, RPM6, and RPM7; d initial differential wear in the wavelength 
domain under RPM1, RPM8, and RPM9
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fastening longitudinal stiffness of 150 MN/m (RPM10), 
300 MN/m (RPM11), and 900 MN/m (RPM12), as listed in 
Table 2. The fastening longitudinal damping is not consid-
ered. When the stiffness is small (RPM10), initial differential 
wear shows a larger fluctuation amplitude but the wave pat-
terns with high amplitude mainly occur in the local posi-
tions between 0.6 and 0.7 m and after 0.75 m, as shown in 
Fig. 12a. With the increase in longitudinal stiffness (RPM11 
and RPM12), the fluctuation amplitudes of initial differ-
ential wear decrease but the wave patterns become more 
continuously and evenly distributed along the rail between 
0.5 and 0.8 m. Figure 12b shows initial differential wear in 
the wavelength domain. It can be seen that the increase in 
fastening longitudinal stiffness shifts the major wavelength 
components to the shorter ones with significantly reduced 
magnitude. That is because that larger longitudinal stiffness 
increases the frequencies of longitudinal compression modes 

and reduces the corresponding vibration amplitudes [50]. 
These results indicate that increasing fastening longitudinal 
stiffness is helpful to mitigate corrugation.

4.2  Influence of fastening longitudinal damping

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution and wavelength 
components of initial differential wear with different fas-
tening longitudinal damping of 0 kNs/m (RPM11), 6 kNs/m 
(RPM13), and 24 kNs/m (RPM14), as listed in Table 2. The 
fastening longitudinal stiffness in these three cases is 300 
MN/m. When damping increases from 0 to 6 kNs/m, the 
fluctuation amplitude of initial differential wear is signifi-
cantly attenuated while the major wavelength components 
do not change. That is because larger longitudinal damping 
leads to smaller fluctuation amplitude of longitudinal com-
pression modes without frequency shifts [50]. When further 

Fig. 12  Initial differential wear in spatial and wavelength domains with different fastening longitudinal stiffness: a initial differential wear in the 
spatial domain under RPM10, RPM11, and RPM12 and b initial differential wear in the wavelength domain under RPM10, RPM11, and RPM12

Fig. 13  Initial differential wear in spatial and wavelength domains with different fastening longitudinal damping: a initial differential wear in the 
spatial domain under RPM11, RPM13, and RPM14; b initial differential wear in the spatial domain under RPM11, RPM13, and RPM14
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increasing the damping to 24 kNs/m, initial differential wear 
has nearly negligible fluctuation amplitude and corrugation 
cannot grow in this case. These results suggest that increas-
ing fastening longitudinal damping can effectively attenu-
ate the initial excitation and reduce the track corrugation 
propensity.

5  Influence of train speeds on corrugation 
features

This section analyses the influence of train speeds on 
corrugation features. Different train speeds from 20 to 
300 km/h have been simulated with RPM6. Figure 14 
shows the influence of train speeds on the wavelengths 
and frequencies of longitudinal dynamic force, which 
determine the final corrugation wavelengths and frequen-
cies [23]. When train speed decreases considerably from 
140 to 90 and 40 km/h, the major wavelength with the 
highest magnitude changes relatively slightly from 28.6 
to 21.8 and 23.8 mm, see Fig. 14a. This agrees with the 
field observation that the corrugation wavelength varies 
little with train speeds. The reason behind this phenom-
enon is the ‘frequency selection and jump’ [23], as shown 
in Fig. 14b and further explained below. At 140 km/h, the 
wheel–rail resonance ‘selects’ to occur mainly at 1360 Hz, 
causing a corrugation wavelength of 28.6 mm. When train 
speeds decrease, this resonance frequency ‘jumps’ largely 
to 1147 Hz at 90 km/h (a wavelength of 21.8 mm) and 
467 Hz at 40 km/h (a wavelength of 23.8 mm), leading to 
a relatively small variation of the corrugation wavelength. 
Besides, it is worth noting that train speeds will also influ-
ence the resonance amplitude; e.g. 90 km/h is the smallest 
and 40 km/h is the largest in these three cases.

To better understand the influence of train speeds on 
corrugation, Fig. 15 shows the simulation results of fif-
teen cases with different speeds between 20 and 300 km/h. 
Figure 15a shows that the corrugation wavelength over-
all falls between 20 and 60 mm, and seems insensitive to 
the variation of train speeds. However, Fig. 15b shows 
that corrugation only occurs at nine major frequencies of 
about 240, 470, 675, 970, 1150, 1360, 1560, 2030, and 
3000 Hz (indicated by dashed lines), respectively, from 
20 to 300 km/h. These frequencies correspond to rail lon-
gitudinal compression modes [24], see some examples in 
Fig. 15d–g. With increasing train speeds, the wheel–rail 
resonance occurs at higher frequencies of rail longitudi-
nal modes due to the frequency selection and jump, lead-
ing to an apparent ‘wavelength-fixing’ phenomenon [23]. 
The ‘wavelength-fixing’ mechanism of corrugation is in 
essence the frequency selection of different rail longitudi-
nal compression modes under a certain train speed.

Once the corrugation is initiated by the rail longitudi-
nal modes, it will, in turn, excite the vehicle–track system 
together with the initial excitation. The vertical modes will 
be excited and play an increasingly important role in the cor-
rugation growth [23]. The excited vertical mode frequencies 
depend on the corrugation frequencies, which are dominated 
by the rail longitudinal modes. Therefore, different train 
speeds are expected to also cause the frequency selection 
and jump of the rail vertical modes, which is in essence 
the result of the frequency selection and jump of the rail 
longitudinal modes.

Figure 15c shows the maximum PSD magnitudes of lon-
gitudinal dynamic force with different train speeds. It can 
be seen that the train speed of 50 km/h causes the strongest 
wheel–rail resonance, and corrugation could be the easi-
est to initiate. However, those of 70 and 80 km/h are at a 
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small level similar to that with the nominal fastening RPM3 
(indicated by the red dashed line), and corrugation could be 
less likely to initiate in these scenarios. This result indicates 
that eigenmodes of vehicle–track systems will not always 
cause strong wheel–rail resonance and corrugation, and the 
resonance occurrence and intensity depend largely on traf-
fic speeds.

6  Discussion

In this work, fourteen fastening models were employed to 
investigate their influences on corrugation formation. These 
fastening models correspond to different service stages of 
fastenings in the field track, from nominal (i.e. RPM1) to 

severely worn conditions (i.e. RPM2). With some models, 
corrugation can consistently initiate and grow, while some 
cannot. Based on these results, we can obtain a better under-
standing of the corrugation formation mechanism and gain 
insights into corrugation mitigation.

6.1  Comparison of numerical simulations with field 
corrugation observations

Extensive numerical simulations have been performed and 
analysed above. To relate these numerical simulations to the 
field corrugation, some observations and measurements in 
the field are presented in this section. The monitored track 
with corrugations was a straight section of the Dutch railway 
network in Steenwijk with a maximum operation speed of 

Fig. 15  The influence of train speeds on the a wavelength, b frequency, and c magnitudes of the longitudinal dynamic forces, and rail longitudi-
nal compression modes at d 260 Hz, e 495 Hz, f 1170 Hz, and g 1420 Hz
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140 km/h. The track is ballasted with duo-block sleepers 
and Deenik fastening clips. The corrugation geometry was 
measured using RAILPROF over 1 m.

First, it is observed that corrugation is not everywhere 
even after more than 20 years of service, but only occurs 
at some particular locations. This indicates that in normal 
conditions without necessary initial excitation, corrugation 

will not initiate, agreeing with the numerical simulation with 
the fastening model RPM1. Moreover, it can be inferred that 
the stochastic roughness on the rail and wheel surface is not 
decisive to corrugation formation; otherwise, corrugation 
will be everywhere, which is the reason why the stochastic 
roughness is not considered in the current study.

Second, with a mainline traffic speed of about 140 km/h, 
field observations indicate that corrugation wavelengths vary 
largely from about 20 to 70 mm with the majority falling 
within 25–50 mm, see some examples in Fig. 16. This agrees 
well with our simulations with different fastening models. 
For instance, the major corrugation wavelength is about 
25 mm with RPM3 (Fig. 9b), 50 mm with RPM9 (Fig. 10d), 
and 65 mm with RPM5 (Fig. 9d). Furthermore, if looking at 
the corrugation wavelengths reproduced with different fas-
tening models (Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13), they fall between 
25 and 50 mm in most cases. The numerical simulations also 
show that corrugation may have single (e.g. with RPM3 and 
RPM5) or multiple dominant wavelengths (e.g. with RPM 2 
and RPM6), agreeing with the field observations in Fig. 16.

Overall, the simulation in this work can well explain 
the field corrugation in terms of the occurrence possibility 
and major wavelength components. It can also explain the 
field data with respect to the small variation between the 

Fig. 16  Four examples of rail corrugation observed the in Dutch railway: a corrugation with multiple wavelengths of 30, 37, and 47 mm; b cor-
rugation with a major wavelength at 38 mm; c corrugation with a major wavelength at 52 mm; d corrugation with a major wavelength at 64 mm

Fig. 17  A longitudinal compression mode at 1545 Hz of a 5-m long 
free rail
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corrugation wavelength and train speed, detailed in Sect. 5. 
However, since the service states of the fastenings, e.g. rail-
pad ageing and degradation, can be hardly evaluated only by 
field observations, we cannot directly relate the corrugation 
to fastenings in the current stage. Nevertheless, it has been 
demonstrated in recent work that fastening constraints can 
be effectively assessed by, e.g. field hammer tests [52] and 
axle box acceleration measurement [53]. Combining these 
methods with long-term field corrugation observations, it is 
possible to build up a direct relationship between field cor-
rugation and the fastenings and more completely validate 
the numerical findings.

6.2  Insights into corrugation mitigation

Rail longitudinal compression modes are responsible for cor-
rugation initiation, and hence, the suppression of these modes 
is helpful to mitigate corrugation. Figure 17 shows one exam-
ple of a longitudinal compression mode at 1545 Hz of a free 
5-m long rail. The term ‘node’ in the mode shape refers to a 
place where the rail does not move, and ‘antinode’ is used 
to describe a place with maximum displacement. The natural 
frequencies of longitudinal compression modes of a free rail 
can be predicted as follows [49]:

where L is the length of the rail, and vp is the phase veloc-
ity. The longitudinal compression wave is non-dispersive 
within 5000 Hz, with a constant phase velocity of around 
5170 m/s [49].

In the field track, the rail is restricted by fastening sys-
tems. Figure 18 shows experimental results of rail longi-
tudinal compression modes (the major peaks indicated by 
★ and numbers) with and without fastenings by operating 
deflection shape (ODS) measurement. The minor peaks 

(2)f = Nvp∕2L, N = 1, 2, 3… ,

come from the mode coupling of the different directions, 
e.g. vertical bending modes. Detailed analysis can be found 
in [50]. Two types of railpads, harder Zw692-4 and softer 
FC9, were tested, which are commonly used in the mainline 
of the Dutch railway network. Compared to a free rail, the 
frequencies of longitudinal compression modes are shifted 
to higher values, and the corresponding vibration amplitude 
is significantly reduced under fastening constraint. For the 
softer FC9, the frequency shift and amplitude reduction are 
smaller than those of harder Zw692-4. These results quali-
tatively explain the effect of different fastening longitudinal 
constraints on corrugation features in Sects. 3 and 4. Despite 
the considerable attenuation by fastening constraint, longitu-
dinal compression modes still have large vibration amplitude 
and show distinguishable peaks in Fig. 18.

To further suppress these modes, there are two possible 
approaches. One is to increase the fastening longitudinal 
damping. When the damping is sufficient to attenuate the 
longitudinal modes, corrugation cannot develop, as with 
RPM14 in Fig. 13. However, it should be noted that the 
damping capacity of railpads becomes weaker and even 
non-existent after long-term ageing and degradation, 
and corrugation can develop afterwards. A rail vibration 
absorber/damper might be a solution [54, 55], but its appli-
cation requires information about the characteristic fre-
quencies of corrugation. According to the analysis above, 
corrugation characteristic wavelengths/frequencies depend 
on the fastening parameters, which could cover a wide 
range (i.e. 600–2000 Hz) and make the vibration absorber/
damper difficult to design and apply in the field.

Fig. 18  Rail longitudinal compression modes in the free condition 
and under fastening constraint with two railpad types. The results are 
from [50]

Fig. 19  Schematic drawing of two types of rigid constraint to the 
longitudinal compression mode: a rigid constraint to ‘nodes’; b rigid 
constraint to ‘antinode’
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Another approach is to increase the fastening longitu-
dinal stiffness. One extreme condition of larger stiffness is 
the rigid constraint, like the fastening model RPM1. With 
RPM1, rail longitudinal compression modes are effectively 
suppressed, and corrugation can barely grow, as shown in 
Fig. 8a. Nevertheless, despite the longitudinal rigid con-
straint to the rail with RPM2 and RPM6, corrugation can 
still grow, indicating that longitudinal compression modes 
are not completely constrained. To explain these phenom-
ena, Fig. 19 shows the schematic drawing of two types of 
rigid constraints to the longitudinal compression mode. 
When the rigid constraint is applied in the proximity of the 
‘nodes’ of the mode shape, it has negligible influence on 
longitudinal compression modes, which could be the case 
of RPM2 and RPM6. When the rigid constraint is applied 
in the vicinity of the ‘antinodes’ of the mode shape, longi-
tudinal compression nodes can be effectively suppressed, 
which could be the case of RPM1. This result provides 
an insight into the new fastening design for corrugation 
mitigation in future work.

6.3  Fastening modelling and parameters

It is proposed [23] that the degraded fastening model can 
serve as an effective initial excitation to the vehicle–track 
system to induce wheel–rail longitudinal resonance for cor-
rugation initiation. This work confirms that fastening param-
eters and modelling play an important role in corrugation 
formation. The experimental verification using an innovative 
V-Track test rig in Ref. [25] also indicates that loose fasten-
ings that simulate field fastening degradation can excite rail 
longitudinal vibration modes, induce longitudinal dynamic 

force, and cause corrugation. Since the rail longitudinal 
vibration modes are dominant for corrugation initiation, in 
this work, we mainly analyse the effect of longitudinal fas-
tening constraint on corrugation formation. In reality, the 
fastening degradation will also change the vertical fastening 
stiffness, which may cause fluctuation of contact forces, dif-
ferential wear, and corrugation. Figure 20 shows the influ-
ence of different vertical fastening stiffness on the vertical 
contact force with RPM6. When the vertical fastening stiff-
ness reduces to 1/4 of the nominal value, some frequency 
shifts are observed in the PSD of the vertical contact force, 
which should be caused by the change of vertical eigen-
modes of the vehicle–track system. However, the decrease 
in vertical stiffness does not considerably increase the fluc-
tuation amplitude of the vertical force, and the fluctuation is 
much less than that of the longitudinal force. The magnitude 
of dynamic forces determines if the corrugation can initiate. 
This result may indicate that corrugation initiation is not so 
sensitive to the vertical fastening constraint as the longitu-
dinal one in the current case.

In the current 3D FE vehicle–track dynamic model, the fas-
tening elasticity is modelled by the linear spring–damper ele-
ments, whose parameters are identified by fitting the simulated 
track dynamic behaviours to the field hammer tests. Although 
this is a simplification of the real fastening constraints, it has 
been proved to be appropriate for representing track dynam-
ics [43] and wheel–rail dynamic interaction [37, 42, 48]. In the 
literature, there are other advanced fastening models to consider 
the nonlinearity of the fastening constraints, such as Prony series 
model [30] and fractional derivative model [36, 56], and other 
approaches to determine nonlinear fastening parameters, such 
as dynamic mechanical analysis [30]. Future research will be 

Fig. 20  The influence of vertical fastening stiffness on vertical contact force with RPM6: a schematic drawing of the vertical fastening stiffness 
reduction to 1/4 of the RPM6 nominal value; it should be noted that the stiffness of all 12 springs is evenly reduced to 1/4; b the influence of ver-
tical fastening stiffness on vertical contact force. In this figure, the RPM6-1/4 means to reduce the vertical stiffness to 1/4 of the nominal value
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performed to consider the material nonlinearity in the model and 
validate the 3D FE model with various fastening configurations 
and parameters.

7  Conclusions and future work

Employing a 3D FE vehicle–track interaction model, a par-
ametric investigation of fastenings was performed in this 
paper to better understand the corrugation formation mecha-
nism and gain insight into its mitigation by fastening design. 
Fastening models with different configurations, boundary 
conditions, and parameters, representing different service 
stages of fastenings in the field, were built up and analysed. 
In addition, the influence of train speeds on corrugation fea-
tures was studied. The simulation can well explain the field 
corrugation in terms of the occurrence possibility and major 
wavelength components.

The understanding of the corrugation formation mecha-
nism is summarised as follows:

(1) Fastening parameters and modelling play an important 
role in corrugation formation. To better understand the 
corrugation features in the field and reliably predict 
corrugation in the simulation, it is suggested to care-
fully examine the service stages of fastenings to deter-
mine appropriate parameters.

(2) The variation of fastening constraint in the longitudi-
nal direction (i.e. the number of columns significantly 
influences the corrugation formation and features). 
The absence of inner fastening constraint in the lateral 
direction (i.e. 2nd and 3rd rows) seems a preferred con-
dition for the formation of relatively longer-wavelength 
corrugation.

(3) The fastening longitudinal constraint to the rail is the 
major factor that determines the corrugation formation 
because the rail longitudinal modes, which are respon-
sible for corrugation initiation, are a type of compres-
sion/rarefaction vibration in the longitudinal direction. 
The fastening vertical and lateral constraints influence 
the spatial distribution and wavelength components of 
corrugation.

(4) Larger longitudinal stiffness of fastenings shifts the major 
wavelength components of corrugation to the shorter ones 
with significantly reduced amplitude. Larger longitudinal 
damping reduces the corrugation amplitude without chang-
ing the wavelength components.

(5) Limiting corrugation amplitude is dependent on the 
intensity of the initial excitation, and the resulting fluc-
tuation amplitude of longitudinal dynamic contact force 
and initial differential wear.

(6) The small variation between the corrugation wave-
length and train speeds is caused by frequency selec-
tion and jump between rail longitudinal compression 
modes.

Insights are gained for the corrugation mitigation by fas-
tening design and summarised as follows:

(1) The strengthening of fastening constraint in the longi-
tudinal direction helps to mitigate corrugation. Mean-
while, the inner fastening constraint in the lateral direc-
tion is necessary for corrugation mitigation.

(2) The increase in fastening longitudinal stiffness and 
damping can reduce the vibration amplitudes of longi-
tudinal compression modes, and thus reduces the track 
corrugation propensity.

(3) To effectively mitigate corrugation, fastening con-
straints should be applied in the proximity of the ‘anti-
nodes’ of the longitudinal compression mode shape 
instead of the ‘nodes’.

Future work will focus on the new design of fastening 
systems, which can effectively suppress rail longitudinal 
compression modes, and hence mitigate or even eliminate 
corrugation in the track.
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